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Abstract 
In this paper the long time asymptotic behavior of solutions of Maxwell s equations with electric
conductivity in an exterior domain with mixed boundary conditions is investigated It is shown
that the solution behaves asymptotically like a free space solution provided it obeys a suitable
local decayproperty As a consequence the completeness of the waveoperators is obtained
under very general assumptions on the coecients
This paper will appear in the journal Asymptotic Analysis





The subject of this paper is the long time behavior of the solutions of Maxwell s equations
 
t
E  curl H  E 
t
H    curl E 
supplemented by the initialboundaryconditions










 x  E

xH
 x  H

x 
This system describes the propagation of the electromagnetic eld in a domain   IR

with
bounded complement The unknown functions EH denote the electric and magnetic eld
respectively which depend on the time t  
 and the spacevariable x   The dielectric and




 are assumed to be uniformly positive   L
 
 is






  n 
 

In  it is shown that for Maxwell s system without displacement current
curl H  E 
t
H    curl E

the global energy of the magnetic eld H decays exponentially even if the set G where the




































 for all R  
 







































F  curl G 
t
G    curl F 	
supplemented by the initialcondition
F
 x  F

xG
 x  G

x 
This means that the solution to  behaves asymptotically like a free space solution to
equations 	  as t if EH has the local decayproperty 
For this purpose it is assumed that   and  tend to  as jxj   more precisely
  jxj
 	 





   jxj
 	 













 for some r

  and   

This includes in particular a medium occupying an unbounded set G   with constant sus
ceptibilities        provided that
measfx  G  jxj  rg decays suciently fast as r


















In section  a L
p
regularity theorem for solutions to  is proved which will be used in
the proof of  
The subject of section 	 are sucient conditions for the local energydecay property 
For this purpose it is assumed that the set
G
def
 fx    x  













 for all R  
 

















 for all f  g  N  

Here N  L

 denotes the set of all f  g  L

 with
curl f  curl g  
 on  n  f  
 on 
 
 n  g  
 on 















Note that N  L

 is the set of stationary states for problem 
The local decayproperty  follows from the result in  concerning decay in the weak
topology together with the compactnessresult in  In  weak decay is shown using a
suitable modication of the method for waveequations in bounded domains in  where the
limit set of the trajectories is investigated see also  
In the last section  the undamped case ie   
 is considered Let exp tB t  IR be
the unitary group associated with the Cauchyproblem  and X
cont
iB the continuous







 be the restriction operator and exp tB

 t  IR be the unitary group for
the freespaceproblem 	 and P





 the space of




 for 	  satisfying div F  div G  
  will be

















dened as the stong limit in L













iB are well known in the case that the coecients  and  are smooth  see 
	 
   where traceclass perturbation theorems are used  In 
  is obtained
in the case that the the coecients are not necessarily smooth but it is assumed that they are
equal  outside some bounded set  In this paper it is shown that only assumption  without
any further regularity conditions on the coecients is sucient to obtain directly 

 Notation Assumptions
For an arbitrary open set K  IR

the space of all innitely dierentiable functions with










 with curl E  L




















For p   the dual exponent p








Let   IR

be a connected domain with bounded complement such that IR

n  is a




 be uniformly positive functions








the last three components




























































E curl F  F curl Edx  
 for all F  W
H












































 It turns out that B is a densely dened skew selfadjoint






 endowed with the usual scalarproduct 




















































 x  wx 















for all a  DB 
and  is fullled Here F












 is equivalent to the variation of constant formula









is the unitary group generated by B By the assumption on  the operator
 F








 for all u  X
Since B is skewselfadjoint in X it follows that B  F

is maximal dissipative in X ie

  B  F










for all   
 where B  F

 denotes
the resolventset and jj 	 jj
BX
the operatornorm in X Hence B  F

is the generator of a




on X see  and the solution
of  is given by
ut  T tw
def
 exp tB  F

w 

























In the sequel let R

 
 such that IR

















 with supp 

  and 
































 by extending them by
zero outside supp 

































Obviously the unique weak solution to the wholespaceproblem 	  is given by

















regularitytheorem and a commutatorestimate
In this section a L
p
regularitytheorem for elements of DjBj
s
 ker B for small s  
 is proved
which is similar to an regularity theorem in  for the twodimensional Maxwelloperator in
























of the selfadjoint operator iB in X It turns out that its domain DjBj
s
  X coincides with
the complex interpolation space XDB
s
between X and DB for s  
  see 
AH
 
regularity result for Maxwell s equations in Lipschitzdomains but without mixed boundary
























and P are the orthogonal
projectors on ran B





and ran B  ker B

respectively

























 in the sense of distributions
Theorem  There exists some s
 
 















































for all u  DjBj
s
  A with some C
 
 
 independent of u
Proof 
Since rr  ker B



















































 for all F  DjBj
s
 and s  
  






f  ker B


Since rr  ker B










































































 Since also g  ker B

















 for all f  A and p   	 









 is an invariant subspace under P

 By using Fourier




 obeys F  ker B
























































g is bounded for all 	  IN


 By the multiplier
theorem   g is a L
p

































 and p    with some constant C independent of F and p The





































































 L   
  for all p  
 p 
In the sequel let s
def
   p
Suppose now s  
 s F  DjBj
s
  A and set p
def
 	  s 




































































































































































Since L  































































































 for all s  
 s
where s  








 with supp 

  and 

x   for jxj  R


Suppose f  DjBj
s





rr  ker B for all    C
 

 and f  ker B














f  A 
Since 























































 and   


Lemma  Let   


































Since rr  ker B






 it follows div g
j
 















f     curl curl f
 












x  y   curl f
 




















































































































 for xed x  IR








































 q   
 















































































































































































































by the generalized Younginequality Next
gx 





















































Since    
 
    q

    
 
  p 


































 Asymptotic behavior of solutions













































 for all R  

For convenience also the space X
 









 for all R  














 fx    x  
g
The main goal of this section is to show that for all w  X

and a  










The physical meaning of  is that the wavepacket T tw is concentated near the sphere
jxj  t as t





















  as in assumption
 The following estimate will be used frequently
























































 	 Therefore it follows from Holder s





























































































































  one has q

 	 Let p
def





 Then p   since q




















































Finally the assertion follows Lemma 	 and 
 
The next lemma concerns some elementary properties of T t  exp tB  F


Lemma  i For all w  X one has
T 	w  L
 

 X and F

























 independent of w
ii Suppose w  DB Then
T 	w  W
  


















hold with some K  







 for all w  X
Proof  Let ut  Etht
def
 T tw Since   L
 



































 This implies  by Gronwall s lemma
Part ii follows from DB  F

  DB and the fact that
T tw  exp tB  F










w  T tB  F

w for w  DB




T 	w  W
  














Lemma  i DB X
 




is dense in X

with respect to the
Xnorm








First it follows easily that
T tw  X
 
for all w  X
 
and T tw  X





Suppose w  X









T twdt  X

by 
 Then w 
DB  F















is dense in X

 The corresponding assertion for X
 
follows similarely
In order to prove ii let w  X

DB and dene u
h
def
 hT t  wdt  X




























Lemma  There holds

















  B it follows easily from the denition of N that
N  ker B   F



























Since   
 on G it follows w
 
 
 on G and F

w  




w  N 




















































 in X weakly 

























ds  hw ai
X












Lemma  Let w  N












 ran B  F







w  DB Then







   P B  F










Finally the assertion follows from Lemma  iii
 
Lemma  Suppose f  L
r

















































Let R  


























for all R  

Let w  X
 
















for all R  

By letting R   the rst assertion follows The second one is obtained analogously whereas
the last follows easily from the second together with Lemma  iii and  ii since BT tw 



















 for all w  X











Suppose w  DB Then Lemma  ii and Theorem  yield
PT 	w  L
 












for all p   p with p
def
 	  s where s as in Theorem 










as in assumption  Then













 Let R  R

 Then Holder s inequality yields





















































for all R  
























By letting R    one obtains lim
t 
jjE   PT twjj
X
 
 Since E  L
 
 the
assertion ii follows together with Lemma  ii and 	


































The next theorem says roughly speaking that the asymptotic propagationspeed of the wave
packet T tw does not exceed  as t










Proof  Since T tw  w if w  N  it suces to consider w  N

 By Lemma  i it suces
to consider w  ran B  F

 DB ie
w  B  F






Let g  C
 
IR with gu   for u    a and gu  
 for u 






























































































































































































as in assumption  and
p
def
 	  s with s as in Theorem 




















r Next Lemma  ii and Theorem  yield
PT 	w  L
 



































































































































































 independent of t R
Suppose   
 Since g
  





































































It follows from Lemma  ii that
T 	w  L
 









  this yields




























































with some constant independent of w

Proof 
Let w  X and dene g
def






w  ker B

































































































































































































































 this completes the proof
 
Now it follows immediately from Lemma  ii 	  
 and Theorem  that






























































 for all a  
















































 for all a  
Lemma  Suppose w  X

and let g  C
 






















































































































































































Suppose   W
  
loc



















 one has div u
j
 
 Therefore it follows from the
identity









































































































































































































































































































































 and gjxjt   for jxj 
































































This completes the proof
 





Theorem  Let w  X












 for all R  

Proof 




 with gy   on 
 b and gu  
 for all u  a

























































































































































































































Now let K  IR


























































Now the main result of this section  can be proved
Theorem  Suppose w  X

  a 







































Proof  Suppose w  X

 Then w  X
 
by the previous Theorem Hence it follows from





















































 as in Lemma 


































































































T tw T twi
X













w for all   










Together with Theorem  this completes the proof of the rst assertion 		













































































This completes the proof of the second assertion
 
 Comparison with the free space problem
In this section the investigation of the asymptotic behaviour is continued towards the following
theorem

































 provides the extension by zero on IR

n 



































   	
 














as in assumption  and c

 
 such that g is
continuous at u    	
 
	t
Since gt t  t
 
 it follows easily from 


















































































ET tw for all w  X

 










 where g is dened as
above
































Next some properties of L are given

































for all g  DB
















 	  as in assumption 







































 for all g  DB
























































































































  one obtains ii immediately


































































For jxj    	
 
	t one has gt jxj  jxjg
u
t jxj  
 and g
t
t jxj  

whereas gt jxj  jxg
u
t jxjj   jxg
t
t jxj  
 for jxj 
   	
 
	t
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that 	 


































































































































Next a general principle regarding to the existence of the limit  is given
Theorem  Suppose u  L
 

 DB  C
 X be a weak solution of

t




















































































































































































with some f  L
 













































































































dt jF   F j
Together with Lemma  ii this completes the proof of 































































































































































































































































































































































































Now it follows from 

































































































































































































































































Finally the existence of the strong limit lim
t 
Ft follows from  and  
 
Proof of Theorem  
Suppose w  X

DB and let ut
def




T tw With  and Lemma 









 Hence u satises the conditions of the previous


















 it follows from  and  that













 Sucient conditions for local decay
First the following assumption will be imposed There is a subset G   with nonempty
interior such that  x  x   and x  
 on  n G whereas x  
 for all x  G
Recall that N is the set of all w  ker B such that w
 
x  
 for all x  G In  the
following has been proved




 in X weakly  if and only if w  N


The proof of  in  is based on a suitable modication of the approach in  for the case that
the operator B does not necessarily have purely discrete spectrum The basic idea is to show










 the function fiBg is realanalytic and






 denotes the limitset with respect to the weak topology of the




 This implies fiBg  





and hence g  ker B Here the operator fiB can be dened by the spectraltheorem since

















 for all R  













































































r  ker B

























 Therefore 	 and the
compactnesstheorem in  a generalization of the result in  implie that
 ker B





 for all R  
 	
Now 	
 follows from Lemma  Theorem  and 	
 
By Theorem  the following result can be summarized
































represents the vacuumregion without electrical conductivity From the mathematical
point of view this condition is only required for the weak decay principle Theorem 
As mentioned above the basic idea of the proof of Theorem  in 	







 on G for all t  IR 	
and hence
fiBg  







w denotes the limitset of the solution T 	w with respect to the weak topology of
X
Now it follows from  and the assumption  x  x   on 

def
  nG that






















In particular hiBg   fiBg on 
where h  

f Using  it is shown that fiBg is real analytic on   which implies
fiBg  
 by  The abovementioned analycityproperty is not avialable if   and  are not




	 Application to the waveoperators
In this section the undamped case   
























g Then  yields
P

u  U  SIR

 for all u  U 
Choose 	  
  and suppose U  U  Then it follows from  and the explicit representaion
of exp tB






























for all t  






























































































































































Corollary  For all w  X
cont




























 But this follows from RAGEtheorem
see  together with the local compactnessproperty 	
 
The result of this section is
























B It remains to show
X
cont




Suppose w  X
cont









































Hence w  
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